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1. INTRODUCTION AND METHODS
We recently developed a de novo peptide design tool, EN-

PDA (Evolutionary structure-based de Novo Peptide Design
Algorithm), which uses evolutionary algorithms to evolve
peptides to become good protein ligands [1]. As part of
the fitness function of ENPDA, we use the docking program
Autodock 3.0.5 [2]. Docking is a computational simulation
procedure that estimates structural molecular interactions
between a given ligand and a receptor. In addition, binding
energies between the two molecules involved in the interac-
tion can be also derived—these estimated binding energies
are also known as docking energies.

In a previous study, we designed alternative ways to evalu-
ate our peptides during the initial evolutionary steps. These
alternative methods were machine-learning systems trained
with thousands of docking experiments obtained upon EN-
PDA validation. The machine-learning systems can pre-
dict the docking energies of hexapeptides with great accu-
racy. We tested neural networks [3]; support vector ma-
chines (SVM’s) [4]; the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [5] and
a supervised learning system for rule induction [6]—we used
the implementation MOLCS-R [7]. Albeit the most accurate
machine-learning system trained in previous studies was an
SVM, we decided to continue exploring MOLCS-R owing to
the similar error rate of the two systems as well as the ease
with which knowledge can be extracted from the rules in-
ferred by the latter system. In MOLCS-R, knowledge can
be extracted systematically and the mechanisms of which
have been studied extensively [8].

MOLCS-R, is an evolutionary system whereby the indi-
viduals contained in the population are composed of a set
of variable-length rules. Each of the rules is composed of
a condition and a target. MOLCS-R incorporates mecha-
nisms that force a good generalization. The evolutionary
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algorithm of MOLCS-R tries to minimize two criteria: the
prediction error rate, and the number of rules inside the in-
dividuals of the population. Individuals with less rules are
thus more general. To perform this task, MOLCS-R uses
the NSGA-II algorithm [9], a multi-objective optimization
technique. In a normal MOLCS-R training run, thousands
of rules are built. If we want to analyze the rules obtained,
we have to use some rule-quality metrics, typical in data
mining methodologies. The techniques used for the present
work are the support (or frequency), the confidence (or re-
liability) [10], and clustering. We have thus implemented
a program that takes a very large set of rules inferred by
MOLCS-R as input and displays only those rules exceeding
user-determined support and confidence indexes. Regard-
ing the set of rules displayed, we cluster the rules to obtain
a prototype set. In this process, also known as knowledge

extraction, new peptide design knowledge are be obtained
from the prototypes.

Intuitively, support is the number of peptides from the
initial database that match the conditions of a given rule.
Rules with a low support index can only be applied to a re-
stricted number of peptides. For such a reason, we discard
this kind of rules, i.e., we want to obtain general knowledge
of good peptide ligand design. Therefore, given a rule we add
for each peptide of the data-set 0 if none of the attributes of
the rule match a given peptide, but if i attributes from the
total number of attributes (N) match the rule, a value of i

N

is added to the support calculation. The second indicator,
confidence, reflects the quality of a rule. The confidence is
used to determine how many peptides from those that match
the conditions of a given rule have a docking energy simi-
lar to the rule target value. To compute this value, we pay
attention to those peptides matching the rule being evalu-
ated. We then try to measure the distance between the rule’s
target and the docking energy of the peptides that match
the rule. The confidence is an averaged summation of the
confidences of all peptides matching the rule. The average
is done by taking into account how many rule’s attributes
match each peptide involved in the calculation. All of the
rules that do not meet user-defined minima for support and
confidence are automatically removed. In addition to these
two indicators, the user can also specify a target energy max-
imum of a rule. Hence, all rules with a target energy higher
than that stated by the user are removed. The user thus
obtains only those rules that describe peptides presenting
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the best docking energy values for binding with the target
protein.

Therefore, rules were clustered using the EM algorithm
implemented in the data mining software Weka [11]. And
the prototype, or centroid, of each cluster—i.e., the proper-
ties shared by rules of the same cluster—was computed. The
most important amino acids for the molecular recognition
could then be determined from the prototype. In order to
obtain the prototype, we developed a scoring system where,
for each attribute of each rule of each cluster, we add 1 if
there is 1, we add 0 if there is a #, and we subtract 1 if there
is a 0. Therefore, the values of all of the attributes of all
the prototypes are normalized between -1 and 1. The most
important amino acids are those with a score higher than
+0.5, whereas those with scores lower than -0.5 are not rec-
ommended. The amino acids scoring between -0.5 and +0.5
are considered neutral.

2. RESULTS
Since the goal of the proposed methodology is to obtain

knowledge to design new peptides rather than analyze exist-
ing peptides, the data-set used in the validation contained
a list of random hexapeptides and their docking energies
to a defined protein: prolyl oligopeptidase (POP) [12], a
protein related to neuropathologies such as as schizophre-
nia. 5,742 hexapeptide sequences were generated randomly.
Only seven amino acids were use in the random peptides:
arginine, triptophan, serine, glutamic acid, alanine, proline
and isoleucine. Docking energies were estimated in the same
manner than explained in [1].

MOLCS-R was run over the data-set following a 10-fold
cross-validation strategy. 10-fold cross-validation consists of
splitting the data-set into ten sets. Therefore, the algorithm
is run 10 times, each time using a different set as the test
set and using the other nine sets as the training set. The
results on the test set are then averaged over the ten runs.
Hence, the rules extracted from MOLCS-R are the rules of
the entire population at the last generation of each run for
all runs of the 10-fold cross validation—the following steps
are performed in conjunction to all the rules obtained in
each entire 10-fold cross validation experiment. In the evo-
lutionary algorithm of MOLCS-R were used 250 individuals
and 1,000 generations.

3,437 rules describing ligands of POP were obtained. There-
fore, we took only those rules with a support higher than
0.75, a confidence higher than 0.9, and the value of the tar-
get higher than 0.9, thus obtaining 15 clusters. In the Table
1 is represented the knowledge extracted from the data set.
The table should have as many rows as clusters were ob-
tained. However no significant knowledge was found inside
one of the clusters, hence only fourteen are shown. The
columns denote the amino acid position. Each cell contains
either recommended amino acids (up) or those that are not
recommended (down). The amino acids that do not appear
in any square are neutral.

Some peptides were further evaluated by combining ex-
tracted knowledge with either a random number generator
or information on ligand design contributed by experts (re-
sults not shown). The docking energy values obtained for
these new peptides agreed with expectations; the peptides
derived with the random number generator in combination
with the derived rules had lower docking energy values, on
average, than those of the initial data-set. Whereas the
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Table 1: Rules within the prototypes of 14 clusters

found inside the best rules inferred.

peptides proposed by experts aided by the automatically
inferred knowledge, had the lowest binding energy values.
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